The African Members Group of IASC organizes a talk on “Drastic under-representation of African researchers in Africa-related research” on 31 March 2022.

In an ever more connected world one would expect to see collaborative efforts in academia build bridges between nations, continents and peoples. While the internet and digitization have broken down boundaries and significantly lowered the financial obstacles as well as delays in time that came with international partnerships, collaborations seem to have been strengthened between industrialized nations. In this talk, the speaker will analyze publication data of articles, notes and presentations on that reference the continent of Africa, as well as nations past or present on the continent and investigate the distribution of author affiliation within and outside the continent.

**Date:** Thursday, 31 March 2022

**Time:** 2.30 – 4.00 pm CET

**Duration:** 90 minutes

**Speaker:** Prof. Saralees Nadarajah (Saralees.Nadarajah@manchester.ac.uk)

Saralees Nadarajah is a Reader at the University of Manchester, UK. His research interests are in distribution theory, extreme value theory, statistical software, reliability, biostatistics and information theory. He is an author/co-author of four books, and has over 1000 refereed journal papers published or accepted.

**Panelists / Co-organizers:**

IASC online talk on “Drastic under-representation of African researchers in Africa-related research”, by ISI -- https://www.isi-web.org/news/node-1445
• Dr Adenomon Monday (adenomonmo@nsuk.edu.ng)
• Timothy A. Ogunleye (thompsondx@gmail.com)
• Dr Anthony Ekpo (ekpo.anthony@uam.edu.ng)

Registration link

Topics: African research, Africa
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